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QUESTION 1

What is the maximum number of recursive calls that can be made utilizing a custom function in FileMaker Pro 11
Advanced? 

A. 10,000 

B. 32,000 

C. 50,000 

D. 64,000 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Given a text field myText that contains "blue", which formula extracts the word "blue" from the field? 

A. Filter (myText "color") 

B. MiddleWords (myText 2) 

C. PatternMatch (myText "blue") 

D. Middle ( myText Position ( myText "blue" 1 1 ) 4) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Given the following function: 

Substitute ( myText ["abc" "XYZ"] [ "XYZ" "abc"] ) 

if the field myText contains "abcxyz", what is the result? 

A. abcabc 

B. abcxyz 

C. XYZabc 

D. XYZxyz 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4



Which three are directly selectable options in the Validation tab of the field options dialog in FileMaker Pro 11? (Choose
three.) 

A. Existing value 

B. Member of value list 

C. Strict data type: Integer 

D. Strict data type: Time of Day 

E. Strict data type: Alphanumeric 

F. Minimum number of characters 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true in a FileMaker Pro 11 database containing scripts? (Choose two.) 

A. Multiple changes to multiple scripts can be saved using Save All Scripts. 

B. Saving changes to a currently running script will cause the execution of the script to halt. 

C. Running a script while other scripts have unsaved changes will cause all unsaved changes to be reverted. 

D. The Step Into button in the Script Debugger can be used to force the execution of a disabled script step. 

E. Closing the Manage Scripts window will prompt the user to save changes to the order or grouping of scripts. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement is true about the Filter Portal Records feature in FileMaker Pro 11? 

A. It can only be configured using FileMaker Pro Advanced. 

B. It requires that one or more additional relationships be added to the Relationships Graph. 

C. The portal filter calculation must refer to at least one field in the immediately related table. 

D. The portal filter calculation may not refer to any globally stored fields, summary fields, or unstored calculation fields. 

E. Any aggregate calculations (sum, count, etc.) based on the portal\\'s relationship will not be affected by the portal
filter calculation. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7



Given a FileMaker Pro 11 database with the following script: 

Perform Find [Restore] 

# Find restores criteria: Customer::Name [Smith] 

Refresh Window 

If [Get ( LastError )] 

Show Custom Dialog ["No records found" "No records matched your find criteria."] 

End If 

Which two statements are true if there are no records where the Customer::Name field contains "Smith"? (Choose two.) 

A. Unless a Set Error Capture [On] step is added at the beginning of the script, Get (LastError) will not return an error
value. 

B. Adding a Set Error Capture [On] step to the beginning of the script has no effect on whether or not the custom dialog
displays its error message. 

C. Adding a Set Error Capture [On] step to the beginning of the script will cause a default FileMaker error dialog to
display, followed by the custom error dialog. 

D. Adding a Set Error Capture [On] step to the beginning of the script will suppress the default FileMaker error stating
that no records match this set of find requests. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

Which formula returns the calendar quarter (1, 2, 3, 4) of a date contained in a field called myDate? 

A. Int ( Month ( myDate ) / 3 ) 

B. Mod ( Month ( myDate ) 3 ) + 1 

C. Ceiling ( Month ( myDate ) / 3 ) 

D. Let ( m = Month ( myDate ) Case ( m > 0 1 m > 3 2 m > 6 3 4) ) 

E. Let ( m = Month ( myDate ) Choose ( m 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 ) ) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which operation requires a database file to be open in FileMaker Pro 11? 

A. performing a File Maintenance option 

B. creating a copy of a file in which the OnFirstWindowOpen script is disabled 



C. performing the Export Records command from a menu, script or script trigger 

D. creating a copy of a file based on its logical structure (same as Compacted Copy) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two actions can be performed via scripts? (Choose two.) 

A. delete an account 

B. deactivate a privilege set 

C. create an extended privilege 

D. enable an extended privilege for a privilege set 

E. change the password of another user\\'s account 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 11

Given the following relationship graph: 

Without inspecting the data, what can be assumed about this database? 

A. In the Event table, the Event ID has no index. 

B. For each Task record there will be exactly one related Volunteer record. 

C. Each record in the Task table will represent a unique combination of Volunteer ID and Event ID. 

D. The relationship between Task and Event will not allow the Allow creation of records... nor the Delete related
records... settings to be enabled for the Event table. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12



A FileMaker Pro 11 database is hosted by FileMaker Server 11. User A and User B are accessing the database at the
same time. User A runs a script that loops over a set of records and makes changes to those records. During the time
that the script runs, User B is editing one of the records that is also in User A\\'s found set and is being acted on by User
A\\'s script. 

Which statement is true about this situation? 

A. User A\\'s script will stop looping when it reaches the record User B is editing. 

B. User A\\'s script will make changes to all records in its found set except the record being edited by User 

B. 

C. User A\\'s script will stop looping when it reaches the record User B is editing, and will wait to continue until User B
releases the record. 

D. When it reaches the record User B is editing, User A\\'s script will stop if User A\\'s script is running with Set Error
Capture[On]. Otherwise User A will be prompted to either continue or cancel the running script. 

Correct Answer: B 
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